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write for.myself 'and strahOer4," said Gertrude Stein,

4.> 4

making explicit the.pirincipleth4t 00ides the writing of most

ski'lled authnrs, proie-Ssion$ and Oherwise. In contrast, "I

.

.,,,..write for myself alone" pr,'"I Writdfor myself and intimates"
.

,
.

.
:,,

. 'appears to guide the composition.04 many itUdents and other
.5 .

I

ldrg! 'skilled writers, as an*,(emination of their texts reveals.

Students.who Learn how to/make thisaccommodation are embarked
r-

on the road-to profesi-nnalieM.

Skilled writers o4 per%nn41 essays, autobtdbraphiWs, and

even some letters, demonstpatd

external audience because they

a bristials concern for their
0$

recognize that the audidnce

likely not to know about ,heM personally, and perhaps not much

about their worId. Suchiters are, in'the terminology of
,

Linda Flower .0,reader-oriented. To accommodate their

audience, these skilleq autobiographers supply sufficient

1information and interpret the relevant contexts and details of

their lives to ehable rdaders, Stein's audience of -"strangerW:

to understand the prose foe'themselves. This paper will

demonstrate how skill04 writers control the authorial

per.Spective-and persoile, the arrangement, proportioning,

(4?
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emphasi's and interpretation of material as aCcommodatioos to an

6

k
external audience, while Lees skilled writers are more l

4

to leave these'rtters to chance or-mto negleCt them entire!, y.
AL,

It wifl algo ,show how student writers can learn:'6FS'e

professionaI.concerns and techniques.

k

In contrast, the works of less skilled mitIters are intentely

writer-oriented. The authorial persons that emerges'4rom the

text is likely,to 40 uncontrolled, ,at considerable varianc

from the persona"the author imagines he or she sis presenti9g.

The available materials, or the author's whims rather thah

artittic considerations, are likely to determine the

arrangementproportioning, and emphasis of the work. The

resulting text.may be extremely private, excluding most

readers. Or else it is self-indulgent, including trivia,

-0
-repetition, or peripheral matters accetable only to readers

tolerant of the banal and the narcissistic--perhaps the

uthor's relatives, 4or whom such details agsume uniqu, but

'highly personal significance.

An effective way to help students develop a sense of an
.;(

external audience, of moving them from writer-orientation to

reader-orientation, is to have them analyze parallel texts,

.selections from the autobiographical,writihgs of skilled and

unskiNed writers, published and unpublished. Through examining
\

fl>

,
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thedifirences between authorial perspectiVe and persona,
4cts: cf,interprm-tation, arrangement, proportioning, and emphasis,

studen can address such concerns as:. What is the

significance of the life or events.that I'm reading about? How
4

- can I tell? Why is one text or a particular authorial personas

more interestingeor more boring) than the other? Why would I

(or anyone else unfamiliar with the subJect) want to read more.

aboat the subjector to avoid it? What cid r'eaders, including

<myself, need toAtnow that the writers have (or have.not)

supplied? And, finally, how can I arply what I haveyearned to..

my own writing?

,

The following materials enable exffellent analtic

comparis9ns, and provoke lively discussions, though many

alternatiVes are availablefrom historical societies, locaf or'

family archives, or from the students themselves.

Bibliographies such as those by K p an 2 and-Briscoe 3 reveal a

wealth of published wgrks. " The ary of Isaac Dodd".

(unpublished) and Mark Twain's Autobiography 4 both deal, in

part, with explorations of rural and small town, America of

bygone days. "The Dairy of Michigan Farmer's Wife"

(unpublished) and Natalie router's Forbidden Diary: A Record

.
of-Wartime Interraent, 1941-45, ed. Lynn Z. Blpom, American

Women's Diary Series (New Yorkl Burt Franklin, 1980) are

day-by-day accounts of the minutiae of everyday family and -
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community life, written by fortyish'wives and mothers. One

lived on a farm in Michigantl, the other,c,however,-along with I...

her family and five hundred other Americans, was a prisoner of

war in a Japanese internment camp in the Philippines. Fanny

Marks Siebels's vanity press Wis4s Are Horses: Montgomery,
4

Alabama's First Lady of the Violin (New Yorke Exposition Peess,

1958) foepses on the author's childhood and increasing

maturation as;a young woman, as,-does Maxine Hong Kingstonms
4

awardwinning The Woman Warrior: Memoir of a Girlhood Among,

Ghosts (1975; rp. New York: Vintage BookS0. 1977)--but with

significant differences, liteeal and metaphorical.

Authorial perspective. Skilled writers, professional or
-

,otherwise, are able to look a.0 their emeeging.texts from the

gZ

intended read rs! point(s) of view as well as thelr awn. This

jmaginative p rspectivp enables them to determine:

(1) What info mation or backgrounid material they need t6.

provide to e abLe the reader to understand the text.

(2) What in erpretations of this material they need to furnish

.to control t e reader's responses, or at .least to encovrage him

or'her to und rstand the author's point of view.

(3) What the'I should omit from their final text that the
.

reader will find uninteresting, trivial, peripheral, obvious,

or irrelevant, irrespective of their own devotion to such \
.

.,-. t ..

material.
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A naive writer, such as Isaac Dodd,.'lacks this perspective.

His account of July 4, 1903, begins:

Hurrah for the 127th annayersary Esicj of National
--

Independence. Hot as fury and not a bit of rain to

%mar, the hapriness of anyone. I spent thr glorious

, 9

fourth this year the best 1,ver-.4did in my life. I

had a good time and'a splenfriidli-ide and saw lots of

sights more than I could remember. I woke up at 6

a.m. at Number 719 Lehigh Ave.,)Sayre, P . I ate

brerkfast and visited awhile. Then Broown had orders

to take a fast freight to Suspension'Bridge 205

miles. So he told me'to get.ready and go along and

after some persuading I consented to go. Son I donned

a pair of overalls and a frock and an old cap4 put on

a bold .front, picked,up an 8 x 12 dinnar.and went

ovet-)r the RR track and mounted the Gab of

Locomotive No. 753 and aWay we started aboutv7:45

We rode along at a good rate of ;13 d with.25 loadeid

.cars behind us and I hadent [Sic] been on long bbfore

I began to' njoy myself. Some of the stations we

went past'are as follows. East Waverly, 'Lockwood,

Van Etten, Cayuta, Odess, Burdett, Lodi, Ovid, -

-

Kendaia, Geneva, Clifton Springs and Manchester the

end of one division: . . . We went past Farmihgton',

.4

6



Victor, Fisher, Mendbn, Rush, Rochester Junctio?i,

Caledonia, Lé Roy, Stafford; Elatavia, Corfu .and Depew.

Dodd4 account, typical of those of many diarists_ (though

not, I would contend, of.the bet),is strictly for himserf.

He knows who Brown is, and why he himself As at "719 Lehigh'

Ave., Sayre, pa."; an external audience qoes not. Is Brown a

friend? relative? someone else? Is this Dodd's cLjtomarye
abode? Is he on a vacation?_ Perhaps, sinae he appears tO.be

recording the names of .towns unfamiliar to him.- Beadse he

pGovides no interpretation of thisrX.iegf-bf names, it is

impqssible to determine,what significance he attaches to them, 4-,

1- \

exeept as an itemi ation of places he "went past." When

children begin learning to write, explains Donald Graves in

"Blocking and Ile Young Writec," 5, theS/ stri ture, theW
--

narratives on a bed-to-bed freimpwork ("I woke u t 6 a.m. .

. and, t.a.conClude I was ready to retire at onc 11:50

p.m. and I fipr one was all tired out but very well pleased"), as

' does this naive adult writer, despite the trivial nature of

this information. Likewise, the fact that he ate breakfast is

both obvious and unnecessary, since he provides no details to

give it undue sIgnificance ("eels o6t of season, and ptarmigan

eggs"). That Dodd "picked up an 8x12 dinnar" and that the

locomotive cab in which he rode was numbered 753 are peripheral

ahd,irrelevant, of interest only to himself.-

'4
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Twain, on the other hand, uses lists for,rhetorical as well

a'S informational purposes. He explains, of his Uncle 'John's

farm: -

It was a heavenly place for a boy, t.hat farm of my.

uncle John's. The house was a double log one, with a

'spacious floor (roofed in) conn&cting it with the

kitchent In the simmer the table was set in the

middle'of that shady and breezy floor, and the

sumptuous meals-4ell, it makes me cry to think

theaL Fried' chicken, ro,Ot pig; wild and t

*cturkeys;-ducks, and geese; venisogiust kil
/

'Squirrels, rabbits, pheasadts, partridgeS,

pr.airie-cilitkensvbiscuits, hot batter cakes, hot,

buckwheat cakes, hot "Wheat bread01,hot rolls, hot
MP

corn pone; frestv corn piled on the ear,,succotash,

butterbeans, stringbeans, tomatoes, peas, Irish

potatoeS, sweet potatopS;4buttermilk, stqeet Milk,
..

7clabber"; watermelogns, Muskmelons, cantaloupes--all
1

fresh from the garded; apple pie, peach pie, pumpkin

pip, apple.dumplings, peach cobblerI can't remember

the-rest. (FAO

The long list, the abundance of the food, its freshness and

wholesomeness; farm grown and homemade, reinforce Twains's"



thesis that the farm "was, a heavenly place for a boy." The
o

groupings of food are logical, not random or casual: domestic
e

meat, fowl,,wild game, breads--alr hot, vegetables,

culminating in fraits and desserts. Although some could

prob/ably have been omitted, the large number of,foods and the

e Arhythmic cadence established by the accents dh first syllables

and first words,. and the pauses between clusters, enhance

Twatn's deliberate impression of delitious sumptuduSness.
-

Everything belongs. The tails are vivid, specific,

suffiCient to-evoke the rpader'S experienCe of what such foods

are like, and,an apprecistion f9r Ubth the specific and the
. .

generic experience. ."I can't-remember t e rest" implies more,

still more, and is equivalent to the pro ocatively vaguea

pndtngs of fairy tales, "'and they lived happily ever after."
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Arrangement. Naive writers usually arrange

autobiog

Ir

aphical material either according to the order in

which they have experienced an event (as we saw in ITaac Dodd't"

journey) 'or come to know a Phenomenon, or according to the order

in.whi0) they remember it. - If either order addresses the

readers' perspectiveor need to understand the material, such

accommodation is accidental. For instance, naive writers almost

inv iat)ly describe their houses,,by walking t e reader through

according to a floor plan clear as a I;lueprint in the writer's

mind
7
but seldom as apparent to-readers unfamiliar With the'

ac'tual layout. In contrast, writers of real estate ads, though

scarcely. producing models of exeMplary prose are distinctly'

readeroriented, and, convey the house's significant features

(sfyle size, unique features, age, inanCinoW, with economical

hyperbole.

Likewise, Natalie Crouter's physical detcriptions of the'

.Anternment camp near Baguio in the,!philippines

emphasize the dominant impression of the'tCene, psychologically
'Vn

as well as visually:

Our camp i lucky to have the beauty,of pines,

blue sky, clouds, and mountains. We could not bb

detained in a lovelier pLace. I have not been

conscious of being a prisoner yet2,, do not notice the

barbed wire, ferCCe or guardt, bayonets or guns: Even
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4 4/.

the mach' °gun trained on us for two days,-covered

_toith',canvas -made little impression. For a while it

was touch go, so I no doubt should, have had ,more
8

4
fear and perhaps did, subconsciou'sly. Most of us can..

walk on the path right,at a.soldier coming forward

)115.
with bayonet held opt 'and remain Unmoved. Are we too

, ,,

tirecFor have we had too much taken away to be

bothered by small things? (2/6/42, p. 19)

In Crouter's view, the camp's overwhelmihgly beautrul

setting supprepses the impedimenta of.imprisonment, barbed

wire, guards, and,guns. Stie contrasts the beauty and the

grimnes's of the setting, .and concludes by putting-the aiartime
J

dangers ("small things" such as the possibility of pttiJE1ng into

a bayonet ) into an eternal perspective. The description mmves

-from the sky to-the e:arth, the distant to the immediate, the

vast to the sMall, controlled and interpreted. In many

iRdividual paragraphs Crouter achievesstylistic.distinctimn.

But shewas not, until the publication of this Diary forty years

after she wrote it, a prdessi.onal writer, and she needed the

help of a professi-onal editor not to change the words that she

actually wrote, but to al:ter their prOportioning.

Proportioning/emphasis. Proportioning determines-emphasis.

Naive writers too oftenlignore this precept that skilled

4

4 , 9



writers seem A understand intuitively (though my assumptidn

that they have actually learned this through repeated rewriting

over the years). The development of a self-critical facility-

is one mark of a professiOñal writer. Ibis involves nat only

the abipty'to discriminate between.th important ahd the

unimportant, but.a willingness to delete rePetitiye, redundant,

or Peripheral -material to emphasize themes, characterizations,

motif's that may emerge either during the eWperiences themselves

or in ttie course of writipg about them. ,Jhe original yersion
N,

A
----. of Natalie Crouter's diary, five thousand typescript pages,

AL

-,

,
,

se 1 . .

frmphasized her. major concernt--witt, the mdKotonous daily diet,
e

-
with endlessirgumentt. over personal.space -.With the minutetof

innumerable committle^tneetings, With internecitiPrwrgngling oYer

1
petty privileges-- in far mbi;:e redLindant detail than external

readers would have been%able to t;tolerate. Even4hoUgh Crouten

wat writing for an audience, shp *Could not detach herself

:sufficientLy frOm the'te matters to delete anything:
6

,

';1

But if given five-ten pages of th!briginal typeeeri0t,''i
.

.

student readers-turned-editors quickly' develdp the 20-17ND vision

of hindsight. Working eithee in grouPt -or fndiVidually, they.

N./iggrously elete what they find boring or unnecessary", and

fromtheiy1 texts usually emerge the same themes I, as a '

professi nal'editor, emphasi ed inthe final text of the diary
w J

that I cutdown by 90%. They either 'strest:the AMeriCan valuet

7
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of democracy, resourcefulness, education, social Organization,

and'family life. Or they highlight Crouter's own values of
-

independence, Vntegrity, fairness,,open7mindedness (she saw both

'Japanese and Americans as individuals, not as riational

'stereOtypes),Nbrace under pressure, and humOr:

Little Ronnie took the mouse in a trap tb the cat,

'Opecied the trap, released the little mouse, upon which
t7.

the cat pounced, then Ronnie ate the bait, which wa$ a

peanut. (1,0/17/44)

When they've finished, we compare their edited N;ersions with

the published text, and discuss the rationale for the

variationsis it better this way, or that way, or yet another

'way? This enables the students to develop working.priciples

c)sthat discriminatebetween the important and the unimOortant, the

interesting and the-dull, the memorable and the forgettable.

Extent of interpretation. In cOntrast to professional

writers, whose selection, arrangement of, and cothmentary on

their material constantly interprets it, naive writers are

content either to think their material is self-explanatory or:

to be unaware that it needs interpretation for an unfamiliar

audience. Although such interpretation is not necessary solely

for the author of a private diary, students can profitably

examine such texts to determine what wOuld have to be added or

explained to make the material understandable to outside
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readers and to make manifest its latent signiftcance. Thus

they can profitably scrutinize such bed-to-bed excerpts from

the "Diary of the Michigan Farmer's Wife" as:

Sunday, September 3, 1950--12 eggs

A rainy day: Well I slept in got up at 11. dad

got up. Jtmmi and Fred, they got the septic tank in.

took down,the tent I was.just getting breakfast at

noon when here coMe Jean her three-little kids. Mrs.

Morris Ed I cant think of his last name and to weman

picked 8 pints of raspberrys. Ed picked 1/2 of

bean's gave dad $2.00. ,Later Cook came a young

couple with.him, bought-4.quarts 'fresh cream, Nancji.

baked a cake Sharon frosted it. I made two pies,
,

Barrett Broad was here too, Nancy and Carlin went

fishing. So they didn't get the ice cream. NAncy

made a meat 18af it was good. Nancy gave me a Toni

to-nite, we play Pinochal while Nancy was working on

' my hair, then Warren and Ronny came so Nancy and the

two boys played Canasta, left for Alpena near 12, for

hamburgers. ShAron went out this ,morning, its most

1:45 guess I'll go to bed too.

Here every,act4vity, receives equal emphasis and,no

interpretation --installing the septic tank, taking down

tent, cooking breakfast at noon, selling vegetIbles4 making
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pies . . . . More authorial interpretation would have helped

to explain the significance and rerative importance of some of
A

the.activitfet and would have enlivened a sparse narrative as

well. A writer concerned with external readers might explain

the significance of installing the septic tankperhaps a

transition froin outdoor to indoor plumbing, and comment on the

teamwork involved, or the expense. A more skilled writer would

4dentify and.characterize the people, Jimmi and Fred, Nancy and

Carlin, SharOn, pointing'out their relationships to one anothei-

and to the author, hinting at their motivations', placing them

more fully in their social and intellectual contexts.

15
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- In contrast is the amount of interpretation that Mark Twain

7
supplies in nine senteh s about his childhood, expeences with

bats. Hp assumes that his readers don't know him and his

mother and their, relationship, or Hannibal, hlissouri, but that

they already hay* their own views about bats, and adjusts his

details accordirligly:

I think a ba.E is as friendly a bird as there is. My

mOther was Aunt.Patsy's sister and had the same wild

'superstitions. A bat is beautifully soft and silk?;

I do not kow any creature that is pleasanter to the

tOuch or is more grateful fOr caressings, if offered

in the right spirit. I know all about these

coleoptera, because our great cave, three miles below

Hannibal, was multitudinously stocked with them, and

often I brought them home to amuse my mother with. It

was easy to manage if.it was .a school dayo, because

then I had ostensibly been to school and handn't any
0

bats. She was not a suspicious person, but full of

trust and confidence; and when I said, "There's

something, in my cOat pocket for'you," she would put

her hand'in. But sge always took it out again,

herself;. I didn't have to tell her. It was

remarkable, the way she couldn't .learn to .like private

bats. The-more e4erience, she had, the more s e could

not change her views.

16
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Twain begins with two overt assessments of bats--their

temperament ("friendly") and their touch ("spft and silky").

His interpretive and intentionally erroneous identification of

bats as "birits"
/

and "coleoptera" is a sophisticated joke. Bats

can't )13e-both, and Twain not Only counts oh the readers to know

t they are neither, butt'to recognize that.he as an author

knows this as well, and that-he as an adylt author is playing a

trick on less knowledgeable readers, just as Twain the boy

played a trick on hi.1s unsuspecting mother. He identifies his

Aother, in relationship ("Aunt Patsy's sister"--about whom

Twain hgd just beem4talking), in character -"not a SuSpicious

person, but full of trust and confiddce," and in actions--she

never caught on to her son's tricks, and always put her hand

into his pocket--to encounter a bat. He identifles the bat

cave in,size ("great") and locatiom ("three miles below

Hannibal"). And.he characterizes himself as a child, mostly by
-

implication. He lets the readers know that he played hbokey by

saying,he.had "ostensibly.been to school" when in fact he had

been to the bat cave. He shows how he tricked his mother. And

hedemonstrates his talent for comic understatement by allowing

the child prankster and adult authorial roles to blend in his

,overt interpretation of his mother's invarittble reaction to

discoveringa bat in pocket: "It was remarkable, the way

she couldn't learn to private bat's," supplying the final,

17
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Oterpretive comic touch with "private"--for surely she
t

-wouldn't have'liked public dats any better.

1

Persona. Afl autobiographical writings of whatever qUality

present personae, intentional or not. The more skilled the

writer, the more numerous, vari,ed, individualized, and complex

are these personae, as the central character plays various

roles at different stages,of his or hee life. The more skilled
A

tpe writer, the greater the control over both the personae and

the readers' reactions, to them, as we have seen in the above

example from.Twain.'

a
Authors of inartistic autobiographies, published or

unpublished,- are likely to let the persona emerge unwittingly

from the'materials, rather than shaping the evidence to

reinforte a pream dceive and therefore self-controlled

authorial image. Indeed, i major discrepancy between the

author's intended persona and the actual one is a sure sign of

an amateur writer. For in9tance, in Wishes are Horses:

Mntgomery, Alabama's First Lady of the Violin, novice writer

Fanny Marks Seibels claims to be devoting most of tile book to

demonstrating her development and supremacy as a musician. 0Yet,

characteristic of her discuSsion of'her attempt to establish a

,dco cert zareer in New York at sixteen is this paSsre:

At this point my memory plays me tricks. I. have
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a/-

long thought that Ethel Barrymore in .Cousin Kate Was

th'e first play that I saw fn New YOrk. But noLShe

was not playing Cousin kate.ih 1900; she was starring

in Captain Jintva- of the Horse Marines. And,I know

that I did not see her in Captain Jinks; for in

September, 1902 L saw Captain Jinks SWithout Ethel

Barrymore) in Montgomery. It was the night of the

marriage of Jenny,WadsWorth to Ira Virgin. I played

at the wedding. Later, I went to the theatre with "Mr.

Seibels." After the theatre,I stood in,our hall,

under our crystal light, with him; and he told my

fortune. He looked at my hand and said that I had

great ambition but'little eeling, or emotion. He

looked at my thumb and said that 4 had great will

1

power but,little intellect. -Ananthis _from.the'man that

I married! (p. 80).

,

Seibels is writing ess ntially for herself, secondarily'for

tolerant intimates, and not at all for anyone else--despite the

fact that she, like many novice authors,;appears to think that

the entire world wioll find her account fasci,nating. She

evidently intends to present the persona of a breathlessly

attraOtive, budding sixteen-year-old violinist, but in fact she

is conveying the persona of an egotist entirely preoccupied

with trivia that,not even an intimate friend-Would appreciate.

19
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Who but Selbels would knoor care when she first saw Ethel

Barrymore, or Captain %links? Who but Selbels would mark dait'es

by weddings at which she played? 'And who but an amateur author7

1ignorant of the conventions of ilJentifing new.characters the
first time they are introduced would refer to unknown people
such as "Jenny Wadsworth" and 'IraNirgin" without telling who-
they are? Thlleged violinist becomes lost amidst such

irrelevant trivia.

Seibels' persOna, overt and implied, does not change over
time'as ene would expect a harrative of maturation to reveal.

Seibels's account of her wedding a decade ;aterx derived
,

perhaps from the society paggs, focusas cin her dress,. the

music,,her attendantstand the fact that "My piesentp were
elaborate; I think they were the most beautiful that any girl,

ever received" (p. 216). ,Not only does she-ignore the groom,
but their relationship, feelings, moiivations for marriage, or

expectations of her changed role. Her lack of analysis,

adoption of aformulaic mode of presentation, and continual

absorptiom with trivia ("Miss Lunt.had giveh me,the material
for my dress; MiSs Annie Beader made,sit." p. 217) unwittingly
reinforce the iMage of a shallow, immature persena.

In 'contrast is Maxine Hong Kingston's The Woman Wareior:

Memoirs of a GirlhOod Among Ghosts (1975; rpt. New York:

20 ,
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Vintage Books, 1977). Among its most notable features are the

myriad of Personae, manif"6-stations of Kingston's. selves, past,

predent, and future, which she has re-created and created in ,the

process of continuing to "sort out what's Just my childhood,

Just my.imagination, Just my family, Just the Just

movies, Just livinr (p. 239). Simply by being born she
m-.

acquires eRe persona of a Chinese girl in a dual culture,

American and Chinese: "Even now China wraps dduble binds around

my feet" lp. 57).

To assert herself and to reject the unacceptable Chi6ese

stereotype. of girls as worthless ("Better to raise geese than

girls."), Kingston as- a schoolgirl adopts a thoroughly ,

unfeminine persona, almost sexless. She twists her mouth,

affects A limp, speaks in a "dried-duck" voice, and wears

flapping shoes (pp. 221-226). Later, as a'diligent and

brilliant student she adopts the role of a scholar, "I'm smart.

I can do a1,1 kinds of things. I know how to get A's . . I

can make a living and.take care of myself". (p. 234). Her

scholarly self enables her to metamorphose into her own,person,

4

an independent-minded adult writer, analytic, critical, and

self-critical but with a sense of humor: "Even now, unless I'm.
4

happy, I burn the food when I cook. I do not feed people. I

let the dirty dishes rot" (p: 56). Through the superimposed

persona of the mytg-Cal.Woman Warrior, a complex metaphor
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brought to life, Kingston combines the multiple personae of

daughter and mother, wife and warrior, rebel leader and

obedient servant. Through the act and ar:tifact of

autobiography, the strong o, psitive persona of the Woman

Warrior becomes the Woman Writer, her diredt and powerful

descendant.

Through comparing, analyzing, and editing parallel

autobiographical,texts by professional and amateur writers, vr

A 4'

students can learn how considerations of audience control

authorial perspective and personap*arrangement, proportioning9L

emphasis, and interpretation. Such textual egaminations will

enable qtudents to ask, almost routinely, such questions as:

1. Who will read this? (a concern of audience..

perspec;TSe)

2. Why? What will they find interesting,

significant? Why ;or Why no..t? (concerns of content,

emphasis, siyle, interpretation, possibly persona) t

3. What do I need to supply or eliminate to

emphasize what's interesting, impori.ant? (concerni of

emphasis, proportioning, interpretation)

4. Does my overall organization reflect my intended

emphasis? /Does my arrangement of details, incidents?

(arrangement)

5. How muh overt'imterpretation will I need to

.1

2 2
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supply? How much is apparent fromthe.context?

(concerns of interpretation, per ective)

-6. What kind of person will the readers think I-am,

as a character static por changing, a54as an author

(concerns pf persona)?

With practice, begun perhaps through rewriting some-o4 the

inept texts they have examined,in class, students can learn

whArall .professional a'uthors discover and ediscover. They

cahPearn the.importanCe and impact of audience on the creation

of each new teitt, and they can write these texts themselves.
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